Suicide in older adults: current perspectives
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Abstract: Suicidal behavior in older adults (65 years old and over) is a major public health issue in many countries. Suicide rates increase during the life course and are as high as 48.7/100,000 among older white men in the USA. Specific health conditions and stress factors increase the complexity of the explanatory model for suicide in older adults. A PubMed literature search was performed to identify most recent and representative studies on suicide risk factors in older adults. The aim of our narrative review was to provide a critical evaluation of recent findings concerning specific risk factors for suicidal thoughts and behaviors among older people: psychiatric and neurocognitive disorders, social exclusion, bereavement, cognitive impairment, decision making and cognitive inhibition, physical illnesses, and physical and psychological pain. We also aimed to approach the problem of euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide in older adults. Our main findings emphasize the need to integrate specific stress factors, such as feelings of social disconnectedness, neurocognitive impairment or decision making, as well as chronic physical illnesses and disability in suicide models and in suicide prevention programs in older adults. Furthermore, the chronic care model should be adapted for the treatment of older people with long-term conditions in order to improve the treatment of depressive disorders and the prevention of suicidal thoughts and acts.
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Introduction

Although suicide attempts (SA) are more frequent among adolescents and young adults,1 older men and women show the highest suicide rate in almost all countries, reaching 48.7/100,000 in the USA for white men (more than four times the nation’s age-adjusted rate of 11.1/100,000) and 140/100,000 in rural China for men.1 Moreover, the rate of suicide increases with age among people older than 60.4 Conversely, several studies have shown a decrease of SA during life course. Hawton and Harriss found that the ratio of deliberate self-harm to suicide varied from 200 among teenagers to 10 in individuals aged 60 and older.5 Furthermore, within older adults who died by suicide, SA prevalence decreased with age.6 Lifetime SA prevalence was higher in young-olds (65–74 years) compared to middle-olds (75–84 years). In the same study, prevalence of any psychiatric treatment and disorder also decreased with age. The same decrease was found for legal and financial stressors and relationship problems. In contrast, physical conditions increased, as well as bereavement. Fassberg et al reported physical illnesses, such as cancer, neurologic disorder, pain, liver disease, genital disorders, or rheumatoid disorders, along with physical disability as strongly associated with SA in older people.7 Furthermore, the same team of researchers found that limited social connectedness is associated with suicidal ideation (SI), non-fatal suicidal behavior, and suicide among older adults.8 Finally, Finestone and Blackmer argued that some neurologic diseases, such as stroke, may alter decision-making processes by affecting cognitive capacity and inducing language deficits.9 The implications of impaired...
decision making and loss of control in SA were also sustained in qualitative studies, together with feelings of social connectedness and meaninglessness.10

Among the risk factors for suicidal behavior, the main risk factors for suicidal death are becoming a widow/widower, having other mental disorders, physical illness, and bereavement.11 Sinyor et al identified three clusters among patients aged 80 and older who died by suicide: the first cluster included married or widowed patients, the second was composed of individuals who were living alone or socially isolated, and the third one included people suffering from dementia or depression.12

Hence, the literature shows that specific sociodemographic (social isolation, marital status, bereavement) or clinical (dementia, cognitive impairment, and physical illness) risk factors may be related with suicidal behavior in older adults. In particular, according to the stress–diathesis model of suicidal behavior, a vulnerability or diathesis as a distal risk factor predisposes individuals to suicidal behavior in the presence of specific situational stressors.13 The aim of this narrative review is to highlight the main risk factors of suicidal thoughts and behaviors among older adults. We also aim to address the problem of euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide (EAS) in older people.

Methods
A literature search was performed to identify studies focusing on suicide among older adults. PubMed database was used to search articles using the broad search terms (suicid* OR self-harm) AND (older* OR elderly). Moreover, when needed, we added specific Medical Subject Headings (eg, dementia). Any form of suicidal outcome was considered: suicide, SA, and SI. Studies were included if 1) they examined older adults; 2) they focused on any form of suicidal outcome: suicide, SA, and SI; 3) they were written in English language. The reference lists of the identified studies and reviews were checked as well for further relevant articles.

Our aim was not to perform a systematic review, but to provide an updated picture of current evidence and a critical evaluation of most recent findings. For this, we included the most representative studies. Our criteria for the representativeness of the studies were: recent publication, the impact factor of the publication, the sample size, the authority of the experts in the field, and the type of publication, such as meta-analyses/reviews.

Mental and neurocognitive disorders
Mental disorders play a consistent role in older adults’ suicide, together with physical conditions, functional impairment, and social problematics.14 The prescription records of older adults dead by suicide (1992–2000) in Ontario (n=1,354) were examined to investigate 17 illnesses potentially associated with suicide.15 Besides physical conditions, depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorders, and psychotic disorders seemed to have an impact on suicide. Among these disorders, depression is frequently underdiagnosed and undertreated in older adults.16 Anxiety disorders, in comorbidity with depression, play a consistent role as well, since they are involved in one of every six older adults’ suicide deaths.17 Moreover, in a cohort including patients from both the Veterans Affairs National Patient Care Database and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Death Index, psychiatric disorders with the strongest associations with suicide were bipolar disorder, depression, substance use disorders (both alcohol and drugs), schizophrenia, and anxiety disorders, including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).18 In fact, PTSD was linked to suicide risk in both military and civilian samples.19,20 We should underline that, in countries such as the USA, the PTSD issue may be more relevant, given the size of the ex-military population, as well as in the Middle East, in some African states, and in South America.

According to a review of the literature including 40 studies, suicide victims often visit their physician in the month before suicide.21 In Europe, Australia, and the USA, −45% of them will have a contact with their primary care provider within the month before suicide, while only 20% would have seen a mental health professional in the same period.

Concerning psychotropic drugs, among majorly depressed older adults, a lower rate of response to all classes of antidepressants was found in males, patients of older age, and patients with a longer mean duration of the current episode.22 On the contrary, a higher response rate was found in patients with a higher baseline severity and at the first depressive episode. Moreover, lithium anti-suicidal effect, plausibly related to its anti-aggressive effects, was found in older adults living in nursing homes.23

Among neurocognitive disorders, dementia represents a risk factor for SI and suicidal behaviors. For example, Alzheimer’s disease was associated with a moderate risk of suicide.24 Huntington’s disease as well was linked to an increased suicide risk.25

Another aspect to consider is the personal impact of disclosure of a dementia diagnosis (ie, depression and suicidal tendencies).26,27 In fact, an increase in timely diagnosis rates is expected, since 1) the preclinical diagnosis of dementia and Alzheimer’s disease, in particular, may become a reality, and 2) the wide dissemination of scientific knowledge about dementia will constantly increase patient education and awareness.
on this issue. The rate of SI and suicidal behaviors among patients who experience a diagnosis of dementia could be higher. However, the disclosure of the diagnosis could have a positive impact as well: spending more time with loved ones, forming partnerships with other people with the diagnosis, receiving therapeutic support, and improving the quality of patient care.28,29

Finally, concerning the effects of entering long-term care facilities, the rate of SI seemed to be higher while suicide was rarer.30 Reported correlates of suicidal thoughts were: depression, social isolation, loneliness, and functional decline. The organizational-level characteristics of the care facilities seemed to have an impact as well (staff turnover, facility size).

Social exclusion, loneliness, and bereavement

In his Interpersonal Theory of Suicide, Joiner has emphasized the impact of social disconnection on suicidal thoughts and behaviors.31 According to this theory, SI is the result of feelings of thwarted belongingness and perceived burdensomeness. The suicidal act emerges in individuals with an acquired capability to commit suicide as a consequence of repeated negative and painful events. Conversely, strong social support has a protective effect toward late life stressors32 and may protect older adults from suicide as well. Older people experience several situations of social stress and adverse social experience, such as retirement, widowing, or lack of new intimate relationships.33,34 Their quality of perceived social support is highly associated with global health status.35

Harrison et al, in a cross-sectional case–control study, included depressed patients with SI or a history of SA, non-suicidal depressed participants, and non-depressed participants aged 60 years and older.36 Suicidal patients reported the lowest social support, lowest sense of belonging, and the highest level of chronic interpersonal difficulties. In the same line, in a community sample of individuals aged 65 years and older, less perceived social support predicted increased levels of depression and SI.37 However, no relationship was found among the sense of belonging, marital status, and SI. The authors suggested that the lack of association between marital status and SI may be due to the composition of the sample, with 79% of the participants being females. Moreover, sense of belonging has been reported as a protective factor against SI in older people, but with gender differences.38

In addition, subjective report of social support and perceived belonging to the community – indicators of social integration – are related to suicide. The relationship between social integration indices (family and non-family support, such as the frequency of social contacts, and the number of non-family support members within 1 hour of travel scored with the Duke Social Support Index) and suicidal behavior was evaluated in patients who died by suicide and in living controls aged 50 years and older. People who died by suicide were less likely to be married, have children, or be involved in religious practice. Association between low social integration and suicide remained significant after controlling for mental disorders and employment status.39 Family conflicts and employment change are independent risk factors for suicide in adults over 50 years.40 Moreover, religious attendance, which is related to social integration and social contact, was negatively associated with current SI, but not with SA in depressed older patients.41 According to the authors, the relationship between public religious practice and SI may be mediated by perceived social support.

In addition to the low sense of belongingness, poor social support, and social integration, the death of close relatives is a highly stressful event and constitutes a risk factor for suicide. Mogensen et al reported the highest suicide risk during the 6 months following the loss of a close relative.42,43 The highest odds ratios for suicide were found in persons aged 45 and older who had lost a partner within the last month. In the 45–64 years age group, the odds ratios were 4.33 (95% CI = 1.24–15.21) and 3.46 (95% CI = 1.77–6.76) in the 65 and older age group, respectively. McLaren et al reported an effect of gender underlying SI following widowing in an Australian community sample aged between 65 and 98.44 Widowhood was significantly associated with SI in men and women. In addition, in the mediation model, loss of a spouse was associated with lower level of belongingness in men, but not in women. The differential link between bereavement and sense of belongingness between men and women may be due to the different psychosocial function of marriage or lower ability for men to maintain social ties compared with women.

Altogether, these findings support the need to clearly evaluate the social network and support of older adults due to its influence on health outcomes, including SI and suicidal behaviors.

Cognitive impairment, decision making, and cognitive inhibition

Suicidal vulnerability has been related to cognitive features in the adult middle-aged population, such as impaired decision making (eg, the choice of options with high immediate reward, but disadvantageous in the long term)44,45 or altered recognition of emotional stimuli (facial expressions).46 Despite the paucity of studies on older adults, recent findings have also shown the implication of neuropsychological
alterations underlying diathesis for suicidal behavior in the older adults. These alterations mainly involve decision making, executive control, and, more specifically, cognitive inhibition, which is one of the three subdomains belonging to executive functions along with mental shifting and information updating.

Clark et al have evaluated decision making in 98 subjects aged over 60 years using the Cambridge Gambling Task (assessing decision making and risk-taking behaviors). According to the authors, decision making involves the evaluation of anticipated positive and negative outcomes and the selection of a behavioral response that maximizes expected value. Results show that quality of decision making was reduced in depressed suicide attempters compared with depressed non-attempters and healthy controls. In addition, altered decision making was associated with poor perceived social problem solving. The authors suggested that impaired decision making in older suicide attempters may be not related to the level of impulsivity, but rather with the lack of capacity to consider prior experiences and probable consequences of their decisions. Furthermore, a recent study did not confirm the presence of poor Iowa Gambling Task (involving probabilistic learning via monetary rewards and punishments) performance in suicidal behavior among older adults, but highlights its presence among violent suicide attempters only.

Similarly, cognitive inhibition (defined as the ability to disengage from information processing or block of irrelevant information for a given task) has been evaluated among older adults showing vulnerability for suicide in two studies. Although diagnosis of major depressive episode is associated with cognitive dysfunction, specific decrease of cognitive inhibition performance has been suggested to underlie suicidal behavior among older adults independent of depressive disorder. In the first study involving 31 depressed patients over 65 years old with and without SA history, neuropsychological assessment found significantly poorer performance on the go/No-Go task (evaluating the patient’s ability to perform or repress a motor response after a given stimuli) in suicidal relative to non-suicidal patients. These results were confirmed in the second study comparing 20 depressed inpatients with recent history of suicidal behavior to 20 inpatients diagnosed with major depressive episodes but no history of SA, and 20 healthy controls. Recent suicide attempters showed decreased performance in the three domains of cognitive inhibition (ie, access to relevant information, suppression of not relevant information, and restraint over thoughts and actions) described by Hasher et al. Deficit in cognitive inhibition in patients with vulnerability for suicidal behavior may be related to inability to inhibit intrusive SI and then emergence of negative affects and ruminations leading to suicidal acts. In parallel to the intrusion of SI, impaired cognitive inhibition may alter the ability to make adequate choices during decision making through inadequate processing of useful information.

Furthermore, suicide has been related to difficulties in social problem solving (ie, the ability to resolve interpersonal problems) and feeling of social isolation not only in the middle-aged, but also in the older adults’ population. In a meta-analysis examining age-related differences in perception of emotions, older adults had more difficulty in recognizing basic emotions (sadness, disgust, anger, fear, surprise, and happiness) than younger adults in all modalities (face, voice, and body). Hence, Szanto et al evaluated the link between suicidal behavior and the ability to recognize emotions and social functioning. The Reading in the Mind test, which assesses ability to discriminate emotions of others, was administered to depressed suicide attempters, depressed patients without SA history, and healthy controls. Social relationships were evaluated through the Social Network Index, which assesses the different types of social relationships in which the patient is involved. Suicide attempters did not have well recognize facial emotions compared to non-psychiatric controls, but no significant difference was found between depressed suicide attempters and the non-suicidal depressed group. These results also suggest a specific link between constricted social networks, impaired social problem solving, and suicide in depressed older adults. The authors reported a significant correlation between emotion recognition and global cognitive performance measured using the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale. This suggests that emotion recognition deficits among suicide attempters may be tightly linked with more global cognitive dysfunction in older adults.

Finally, several studies evaluated cognitive performances in older suicide attempters and findings pointed out executive dysfunction in this population. In depressed patients with and without a recent history of SA (within 3 months) aged 60 and older, Dombrovski et al assessed both executive functioning and global cognitive performance with the Executive Interview (EXIT25) and the Dementia Rating Scale (DRS), respectively. Relative to non-recent attempters, recent suicide attempters had significantly decreased performances on the DRS total score and on the memory and attention subscales. They also scored worse on the EXIT25 independently of comorbid physical illness, severity of depression, substance use, or psychotropic medication. The authors...
hypothesized that executive dysfunction may predispose a depressed patient with a physical illness and/or interpersonal loss – frequent stressful circumstances in late life – toward suicidal thoughts and/or behaviors. In another study with the same design, Gujral et al evaluated 83 older depressed suicide attempters with current SI, 43 depressed patients with SI but without SA, 54 depressed patients without any history of suicidal acts or ideation, and 48 healthy controls.62 All the participants were aged 60 and older. In comparison to controls, suicidal ideators with and without SA had decreased performance on the EXIT25. All depressed patients had worse DRS total score than healthy controls. The authors suggested that cognitive alterations may be a contributing factor to the emergence of SI. Another study showed that depressed patients admitted immediately after a SA had increasing errors with age in the Trail Making Test, part B (a test of mental sequencing and flexibility) than depressed non-SA attempters.63 In contrast, no difference either in attention and concentration performances or in conceptual flexibility or abstract reasoning was found between suicide attempters and non-attempters.

Altogether, these findings highlight the implication of several neurocognitive impairments in the diathesis for older adults’ SI and suicidal behaviors. Altered decision making and impaired social emotion recognition underlie decreased ability in problem solving, which may lead to SI. Altered coping strategies due to inadequate choices or altered social functioning may constitute the risk factors for emergence of SI or suicidal acts when facing adverse events such as age-related illnesses or interpersonal loss. In addition, older patients showing decreased executive control and a lack of cognitive inhibition may fail to control intrusive suicide ideas and fail to inhibit emergence of negative affects triggering suicidal behaviors.

Results from studies must be considered in light of some limitations. Studies were cross sectional; so, causal inferences are precluded. Moreover, analyses are based on small samples, and some negative findings may be due to lack of statistical power. Finally, several findings were not replicated (notably for decision making or emotion recognition) and should be confirmed jointly with neuroimaging assessment.

Physical illnesses and physical pain
As we have already reported, among older adults, physical conditions increased with age.6 Results of a recent systematic review (65 included studies) on older adults (aged 65 and older) evidenced that suicidal behavior is associated with functional disability and specific physical conditions such as cancer, neurologic disorders, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), liver disease, male genital disorders, arthritis/arthrosis, and also pain.7 Six of the included studies were qualitative ones. In them, among triggers of suicidal act, frustration with disability, illness, and pain were mainly mentioned, together with loss of autonomy, sense of usefulness, dignity, and pleasure in life. Women more often referred to “not wanting to burden others”.

Some studies deserve particular attention. In the USA, older suicide decedents, with and without physical problems as a suicide precipitant, were compared.64 Physical problems represented a suicide precipitant in 50% of the cases. Decedents with physical problems were older and more likely to be depressed and to have disclosed suicide intent. In a large Danish register-based cohort study, the association between 39 physical diseases and death by suicide was examined in older adults (aged 65 years and older) during 1990–2009 (n = 1,849,110).65 Increased suicide risk was reported for different types of cancer (lung, gastrointestinal, breast, genital, bladder, lymph node), and for cerebrovascular diseases, heart diseases, COPD, gastrointestinal disease, liver disease, arthritis, osteoporosis, prostate disorders, male genital disorders, epilepsy, cataract, and spinal fracture in comparison to individuals without these diagnoses in the last 3 years.

Among physical conditions, cancer, in its link with suicide, is receiving increasing attention. For example, in a review on suicide risk among patients with genitourinary cancer (specifically prostate, bladder, and kidney cancers, but not testicular cancer), older age mainly represented a greater risk for suicide.66 Causal mechanisms of the link between physical diseases and suicide have been reported.65 The diagnosis of a severe physical disease (eg, cancer) could represent an acute stressful life event; specific diseases (eg, heart diseases, stroke, and COPD) have been associated with a higher risk of subsequent depression, which could be linked to suicide; some physical conditions may cause chronic pain, which is a well-known risk factor for suicide (for a meta-analysis, see Calati et al67,68). Finally, functional impairment could play a further consistent role.

Psychological pain
More specifically, reasons for attempting suicide were explored in older adults with and without serious physical illness.69 In a sample of 101 hospitalized suicide attempters, counterintuitively, SA attributions of somatic distress did not differ in patients with and without serious physical illness.
Globally, attributions of somatic distress were reported in 34% of patients, while psychological pain was reported in 60% of them. In particular, older adults with illness were more likely to report psychological pain as the reason for the SA than the older adults without illness; however, this difference was not reported in older adults of 80 years of age or above. The fact that a difference in reporting psychological pain was detected in different ages could be related to cognitive decline (extremely old patients could have no memories related to the period before the attempt) or simply to the lack of specific reasons reported even if psychological distress was actually present.69

It is important to note that the concept of psychological pain (“psychache”) does not correspond to the affective component of physical pain. Shneidman defines psychache as an intolerable interoceptive experience that includes shame, guilt, humiliation, loneliness, fear, and anger that could emerge from frustration of essential psychological needs; this construct is highly associated with suicide.70 For an updated review of the literature on the association between psychological pain and suicide, see Verrocchio et al.71 Furthermore, in a recent meta-analysis performed on 20 studies focused on the link between psychological pain and suicidality, psychological pain was found to be higher in those with a lifetime history and/or current SI or SA compared with those with no SI or SA.72 So, the assessment of pain may not be specific, and it may not only be a physical issue. This conclusion is further supported by the observed debated overlap in neural systems of physical and psychological-social pain.73 Through the frustration of affiliation need, social pain may be considered as a psychological pain exemplar/subtype. Eisenberger defines “social pain” as the unpleasant experience associated with actual or potential damage to one’s sense of social connection or social value (owing to social rejection, exclusion, negative social evaluation, or loss).74 Evidence shows that, beyond a lexical overlap, psychological-social pain shares similar neural and biologic patterns of physical pain.75–76 If we consider the quite established link between SA in particular and a high sensitivity to negative social signals,77 the social component of pain may also be involved.

Euthanasia

EAS is legal in some countries (the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Colombia, Switzerland, Canada, and six USA).78 EAS is usually considered for patients with an unbearable suffering without prospect of improvement and without reasonable alternatives. In the Netherlands, the percentage of patients in whom an end-of-life decision had preceded death increased from 39% in 1990 to 58% in 2015.79 With an aging population, end-of-life care for older people is increasing in importance. Indeed, older age is often accompanied by multimorbidity. According to Steck et al’s review, a typical person who died with assistance would be a well-educated male cancer patient, aged 60–85 years.80

With increasing age, people rate their subjective health as lower.81 Subjects aged 64 years or older from the Longitudinal Ageing Study Amsterdam were asked at three different times (2001, 2005, and 2008) whether they could imagine requesting their physician to end their life (euthanasia), or imagine asking for a pill to end their life if they became tired of living in the absence of a severe disease (end-of-life pill). The proportion of older people with a positive attitude toward euthanasia and an end-of-life pill increased over time. The number of respondents who could imagine requesting euthanasia from their physician was much higher than the number of respondents who could imagine asking for an end-of-life pill.82 Blank et al examined the interest of non-terminally ill, hospitalized older patients (age 60 or older) in EAS to determine the stability of these interests over time. Subjects were interviewed about their interest in EAS in the case of five different unexpected life-threatening events. Up to half of the subjects expressed hypothetical acceptance of EAS depending on the scenario. After 6 months, a subset of patients changed their minds about EAS, most often in the direction of initial acceptance to later rejection. Depressive state was highly associated with EAS acceptance.83

Steck et al compared the sociodemographic factors between assisted and unassisted suicides in Swiss population.84 The median age of the individuals who died with assistance was 72 years (interquartile range 60–79 years) compared with a median age of 50 years (interquartile range 40–64 years) for the individuals who died by unassisted suicide. Compared with unassisted suicide, those dying by assisted suicide were more likely to be women, to have no religious affiliation, to have tertiary education, and to be widowed and living alone. Individuals dying by assisted suicide were also more likely to live in neighborhoods of higher socioeconomic status and to live in urban areas than those dying by unassisted suicide.

Conclusion

Our results have several clinical implications. General medical practitioners should be better involved in the prevention of suicidal behavior in older adults. In fact, they are the first to have contacts with older suicidal people because 1) of the higher prevalence of physical illness in older adults and its
link with suicidal behavior, and 2) a consistent proportion of older adults had contacts with the general practitioner more than with the psychiatric services prior to suicide. Sense of usefulness, feeling of social disconnectedness, and psychological pain associated with chronic physical illness should be assessed by practitioners who take care of older adults because of their strong association with suicidal behavior. Second, as late-life anxiety disorder, in comorbidity with depression, is strongly associated with suicide, treatment of these psychiatric conditions should be optimized in older adults. In fact, it has been shown by Voshaar et al that anxious older patients were more medicated and received less psychotherapy than younger patients. Third, life events and typical aspects of older adults’ lives should be considered, such as the loss of a spouse. In particular, an intervention against the development of complicated grief is recommended in the presence of symptom severity and lack of improvement, functional impairment, treatment-seeking behaviors, hopelessness, and suicidal thoughts or behaviors. Encountering older adults who have been widowed or bereaved, who are socially isolated, and/or who may have cognitive difficulties should raise a red flag in health consultations. Such preventive measures in older patients facing psychosocial adverse events may have beneficial effects toward prevalence and severity of suicidal acts and should be evaluated in clinical studies. Finally, a large amount of evidence has suggested that the chronic care model developed by Wagner et al in the 1990s should be adapted for the treatment of older patients with depressive disorders. The chronic care model is based on six related domains of organization (delivery system design, patient–provider relationship, decision support, clinical information system, community resources, and health care organization) and provides coordination of health professionals by case managers. Improving the clinical practice in the older depressed population with long-term conditions may be a means for better preventing suicide.

This narrative review of the literature has the strength of providing an updated picture of the main current evidence on suicide in older adults, covering different aspects in their link with suicide: psychiatric and neurocognitive disorders, social exclusion, loneliness and bereavement, cognitive impairment, decision making and cognitive inhibition, physical illnesses, physical and psychological pain, and EAS. However, limitations should be acknowledged as well: this study does not systematically cover the bulk of studies on suicidal risk in older adults; to achieve this aim, systematic reviews and meta-analyses should be performed on each feature included here.

To summarize, older adults are particularly vulnerable to health problems due to several factors reported in this review: mental and neurocognitive disorders, social isolation, feelings of disconnectedness and loss of relatives, neurocognitive impairment and altered decision making, chronic physical illnesses, and physical and psychological pain. These factors increase the complexity of the classical stress–diathesis model for suicidal behavior. Hence, they should be included in the study models of suicide and taken into account in suicide prevention plans.
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